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Dl.atributlon ot oba1n lmgtha ill a 
latez partlole that pova trca 'l'•' to 
I JII 
Diatributlon ot ob1tn lengtbl ill an 
IIIUlaion 171tem 
'l'Jlle 
Volume ot a latex particle 
Rate ot propagation - number ot JDOJlClller 
·- -
unite adcled/polJJDer chain. aeo. 
Interarrival time between two tree 
rac:lioal entries 1n a partiole 
Average rate ot arrival ot tree radicals 
• 
Average time between tree radioal 
entries into the particle 
Residence time 
Rate ot termination ot tree radicals in 
a particle of radius 'r' and containing 
' q • tree radicals 
Average lite span ot the second tree 
radical - ave.rage ti,me/period 
Rate ot te~nation/tr~e ra.di.oal/seo. 
',.,.;.I I l 
!•, >,., J : •.; ': .• - c~;•:" '•• ,;, ,, 
ni,re 11 no tbeoretloal intomatlon aYdlable tor 
aoleoular weight d1atl'ibut1on 1n IIIUlaion polJ11er1,at1on. 
Die onlJ experillental data available (23) 11 pbJ1ioall7 
unrealisable. 
An attempt 11 aade in thia paper to tonaulate 
aathematioal models to prediot the cl1str1but1on tor acme 
simplified ideal and semi-ideal ayatema. 'lhe theol'J tor 
emulsion polJJDeriaation ia considered a.ea atoohaatic 
prooeas and a probabilistic approaoh ia made toward£ the 
problem. .- -
ihe d1atribution predicted tor ideal emulsion ayatema 
both batob. ~d continoua is exponential. A reasonable 
oomparision or number and weight average molecular weights 
with De Gratt•s (22) experimental work (unpublished) in 
oontinous emulsion polymerisation is not possible since 
the data obtained by ·oel Pemeation Chltomatograph technique 
need~ to be corrected by the calibration:conatant ot the 
chromatograph tor. the solvent used. Yet, it is telt that 
the theoretically predicted values are twice as high as the 
experimental values • 
. •· _,.. 
The semi-ideal theorJ·tor batch process is compared 
with Schulz .et. al•s (23) experimental data. The theoretical 
number average molecular weight is twice_the experimental 
though the theoretical weight average molecular weight is 
O. 72 times le.as than the value obtained experimentally. 
' ' ' 
\' 
............. 
!he prinoiple1 ot Birth an4 Death Stoohutio pl'Oo111 
have been applied to oontinoua emulsion pol,meriaation 
171tem1 and the pl'ObabilitJ ot the population ot tree 
radicals 1n a latex particle as a .function ot tiJlle have 
been predicted. Further, the above principles are expanded 
. 
to predict the molecular weight distribution. 
- -
------ -- . 
mRODVO!'IOI 
Jlaullion pol,mer1aat1on 11 one ot the tour major 
4.nduatr1al prooeaaea tor .t'l'ee rac:11cal pol1111er1aat1on 
and co-polymerisation. The four basic i?1.3redients are, 
monomer; water, t·rhich is the continous medium; in1 tiator 
and emulsifier to torm looii ot reaction and also stabilise 
the emulsion. 
Bnulsion polJmerisation otters the advantages ot high 
reaction rates, easy heat dissipation, high molecular 
weight products, low viscosity and directly processable 
final products. ~e colloidal behaviour, however makes the 
process rather complex. 
Molecular weight is a fundamental property in the 
classification of polymers and is related to its mechanical, 
structural and chemical properties. This rnakes the control 
and study of molecular weight distribution important. 
~e purpose of this work was to develop mathematical 
models to predict the molecular weight distribution of 
polymer manufactured in both batch and continous emulsion 
poly.mer~sation systems. 
- -
- ' . . . ·-' , ,, '. ~. ~:- ·.,,. 
------· .... 
HaJdnl (7) and hie oollaboratora were the first to 
suggest a qualitative mechanism tor emulsion polymerisation. 
'lbeir work during World War II is now generally accepted. 
Bnulaitier when added to water above the 'critical 
m1oelle concentration• torms clusters ot soap molecules 
called 'Micelles'. Generally the amount ot emulsifier 
dissolved in water is about 0,015 gms/ml. 'lhus the greatest 
portion of the emulsifier exists as micelles. 'Ihe shape of 
these micelles is still uncertain, but for simplicity they 
• are considered spherical of radius about 25 A. 
The hydrocarbon end (hydrophobic) of the emulsifier 
molecules constitutes the interior of the mioelle and the 
surface is formed of the ionic groups (hydrophilic). 
The hydrophobic interior of the micelle accounts for 
the apparent increas~ in the solubility when a wate1· 
insoluble or partially soluble monomer is added to the 
emulsifier-water mixture. Styrene -has- a solubility of 
0.00368 gmoles/litre in water at 5o 0 c, but in a 0,093 M 
potassium palmitate solution the apperent sol~bility l.'ises 
to 0,139 gmoles/litre. The micelle solubilizes the monomer 
- -
due to osmotic forces. The unabsorbed monomer is dispersed 
.· 4-in the continous -phase in small dr~plets of about 10· cm .• 
diameter • 
.An initiatoi- lik~ po,t~ssium p~rsulphate de·oomposes 
. ', ·,' ,--,: .. ,.· ... '., .;, . 
------- ·-· 
into radloal iom 8\~, 
K28208 ~--------• 
Di• sulphate radical !on posaessea an unpaired electron 
and theretore exihibita extreme reactivity oharaoterstio 
ot tree radicals. It reacts with the monomer forming organic 
sulphate radical molecules. 
so4: + M 
0 
t 
• I\._ - _a___/\___U • 
----------- ~,I 
0 
'lhe product is a surtaoe active raclical ion which soon 
dittuaes into a micelle, because of the dynamic equilibrium 
between micellar and molecularly clissolved emulsifier. 1he 
micelle thus stung by a tree radical is called a •Latex 
Particle•, and it is stabilised with emulsifier. 
Polymerisation p_roceeds ve'l"f rapidly in these locii 
and tel'Jllination occurs when another tree radical enters 
the latex particle. ihe monomer requ~red tor t~e rapid 
growth comes into the latex particle by dittusion trom the 
mon0l11er drops. '!his rate of diffusion is much faster than 
its consumption during pol~erisation. With the growth of 
the particle, its surface area increases and more emulsifier 
is absorbed. '!he micelles pr'ovide· the needed emulsifier. 
Smith and Ewart (10,11). divided the whole single charge 
isothemal emulsion polymerisation process into three 
interval's •. ·Tnils,:;'d!Lv!·s-ion- ,was -tur-ther e·xpande'd. by Gardon (.-2) 






Interval I 1 
-
1. All latex part1olea are tonne4 1n 1, 
Inte:rval II: 
1, lumber ot part1olea 1a oonatant and they are aatUl'ated 
with monomer, 
2, Monomer clropleta are also present in the oontinoua phu• 
ot the emulsion. 
3, ~ere are no micelles. 
Interval III : 
1, Number or particles is constant and they are no longer 
saturated with monomer, 
2, No monomer droplets exist. 
Harkins assumed that as long as monomer droplets were 
present a constant monomer concentration existed in the 
latex particle. Morton, et. al, (9) and recently a review 
by Gardon (6) confirmed the constant monomer concentration 
and attributed its existence to the equilibrium swelling 
or the poly.mer particles. niey, as did Flory ( 21), also 
establi~hed that the rate o!' di!'!'usion o!' mo~omer molecUles. 
!'rom the droplets to the particles is su!'!'iciently !'ast 
and does not interfere with.the rate o!' polymerisation in 
the particle. 
. . 
The three intervals out11·ned ·above do not exist in 




1tead7 - state the total number ot pl1'tiolea'1a oonatant 
and they 11'8 aatul'ate4 with monomer. 1hua the ayatem always 
exiata 1n the ao called interval II. '!he above tact can be 
uaed advantageously by nucleating all the particles in the 
tirst C.S.T.R. with a low residence time and low conversion, 
further conversion taking place in the remaining c.s.T.R.•s, 




_......... . -. 
QUAm:TATIVB JZSOHIPUOI 
OP JIIULSIO?f POLDIBRISATIOI KIDflCS 
!!he atead)' state tree radical kinet1oa ot emulsion 
pol,mer1aat1on involve the following three baa1o 
mechanisms : 
INITIATION : 
Decomposition ot initiator into tree 
radicals : 
2I· 
·(I2) • Concentration of In1 tiator 
(I·) = Concentration of Free Radical 
kd = Decomposition rate constant 
Initiation of reaction : 
I• + M 
= Monomer concentration 
-
-





M' + M 
~· 
+ M 
Fraction of free. radicals which 


























Hr· = Long chain tree radioala oontt!n!ng 
• r • monomer uni ta • 
~ • Propagation rate oonatant 
Rate ot Propagation = 1\, = \ (M) (M •) (4,5l 
1he rate ot propagation 1n a latex putiole ot volume 




•a = Avogadro's number 
TERMINATION: 
Vuious mechanisms .can cause termination 
ot a growing chain, 
A. Combination: 




M • + M • r s 
= 
c. .Chain Txtanster; : 
M,;.• + M 




·Termination rate constant tor 
Disproportionat~on 
k 
.. t:r.s (4,9) 
., 
. ~', 
:- ,,, ~·' 
_........ ·-. 
J\. • Tem1nate4 polJJW' moleoule ot oh•1n 
length • r•. 
ktr,• Termination rate constant tor ohdn 
tranater. 
!lhe rate ot·termination by chain tranater ia, 
(4,iO) 
(4.11) 
nte transfer reaction results in a terminated chain 
and a molecule capable of continuing polymerisation. Transfer 
can also take place with solvent, transfer agents, etc. 
'lhe rate of termination for the case of combination 
and disproportionation mechanism is, 
Rt= 2ktc(M•)2 
= 2ktc ( q/Na v) ( ( q-1) /Na v) (4.12) 
The factor (q-1) is necessary since the terminating 
tree radical cannot react with itself. Also .'qt is small 
and thus •.qt and 'q-l' can: be considerably different. 
Smith an~ Ewart (11) derived a relation for the average 
number of free radicals in a particle when free radicals 
are generated qutside the particle. ~ey assumed pseudo 
steady state, where the number of particles containing 'q' 
tree radicals is constant and·obeys the following recursion 
I 
rel:ati9nship : 
' <·., 'f:. ''·' 
\ 






lq,Nq-l'lfq+l'Nq+2 • Number or particle with q, q-1, 
q+l, q+2 tree radicals 
respectively. 
kout • Rate constant for transfer. out 
of a particle. 
A • Transfer area of the particle 
Ri = Rate ot generation ot tree 
radicals per unit volume ot 
total emulsion per unit time. 
N • Number ot particles per unit 
volume ot emulsion. 
The three terms on the left hand side of equation 
(4.13) express the rate of loss of particles containing 
'q' tree radicals by termination, tr~s.f'er out.and arrival 
of a fr~e radical respectively. Terms on the right give the 
rate of formation of particles containing 1 q' free radicals, 
by arrival,transfer out and termination respectively. 
Expression (4.13) was solved by Stockn,layer (12) to 
give, 
-q C/4 • ( I-m( C) / Il-m ( C) ) m~ l (4.14) . . . -
-








_......... -- . 
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-q • Average nUJ11ber ot tree radicals 1D the 
particle • 
. 
I1 ,1i1 ~1m,...i • Bessel functions. 
~ • H/Ri :a Average time between tree radical entries. 










B lll :l/3 
C m: o.,. 
D Bulk PolJmerisation 
E m .1.·o 
C = (~v /ktc 'Ci")~ 
' 
. 
F'J.g • .i. Average Number ot Free ~a.dioals as ·a function ot •c• 
"11 rate ot polJ1111'11ation beoa1111, 
8, • Jr,(M)(C/4).(I0 (0)/I1(0)) (4.17) 
Dle taotol' I
0
(C)/I1(c) 11 oalled the 11SUb-D1v1a1on 
Paotol' • Z". Fig. 2 lhowa the plot ot Z-taotol' tol' varioua 
values ot •c• and abowa the Ngiona ot emulsion, auapenaion 
and bulk polJmel'iaation. 
On eza,anding the Beaael tunotion and letting O ..... 0 
we get, 
Lim. q a O.S 
0 __. 0 
Thia l'egion is called "Ideal Emulsion Pol,mel'iaa'tTon~ 
Real systems under certain physical conditions come close 
to ideal emulsion polymerisation • 
• 










Fig. 2. Subdivision Factor 'z• as a .t'unction ot 
... 
. ' ' 
~.-... ~i,;.,~ .... ~,,i,.',,'·,-. 
MOLBOULAR WIGHT DIS'1'RIBIJ1'I01 
IH BULlC POLlMERISATIOH 
'lhe probab111 ty or the formation ot a polJJllel' molecule 
ot a given molecular weight is given by the relative 
probabilities ot·propagation and termination. It the 
probability ot propagation is given by 'P', the probability 
or termination is •l-P'· It it is assumed that the basic 
unit ot polymerisation is the active monomer molecule Hi· 
and that the termination step involves only deactivation 
( ie. disproportionation) or a polymer ohaln, then the 
·- -probability or the formation or a polymer chain containing 
•n• monomer units is, 
Pn-l(l-p) (5.1) 
and (·5. 2) 
The number and weight average degrees of polymerisation 
are: 
r_ npn-l(l-p) = 1/(l~p) (5 .3) 
I 
I\ - i n~n-1(1-p) - (l+p)/(1-p) (5.4) 






, .. •,",}" 
' 







For the tomation ot high pol,mera, pa 1 
"= 2 
n>.e probabili tr or propagation is, 
p • Rate or propagation/( Rate or propagation + Rate or 
Termination ) 
= 1),(M)(q/Nav)/( \0l)(q/N8v) + 2kt0 (q/N8v)(q-l/N8v) ) 
• (M)/( (M) + (2ktc!kpN8 ) (q-1/v) ) (.$. 7) 
With reference to emulsion polymerisation the following 
critical factors make the above approach to molecular weight 
distribution rather complex, 
1. p = f(q,v) 
2. q • q(t) 
J. V : v(t) 
It is impossible to predict the m.unber of free radio:als 
as a !\motion of time in the particle of volur.ie •v• ; only 





MOLICULAR WEIGHT DIS'l'RIBUTIOI II 
IDEAL EMULSION POLYMERISATION 
Ideal emulsion polymerisation mathematically means 
q = 0 .S, ie. a particle containing one growing tree radical 
terminates instantly when stung by another free radical. 





tS - - -- -- - - - -- - .. - - - . - - - - - - -
Fig. 3 • 
. Time It I 
Consider a single particle and let t 1 .! t 2 , t3 , ..... . 
.••••.• tn •••.• be the times at which the free radicals 
enter the particle. The number of free radicals .arriving 
at the latex particle is a random phoenomenon obeylng 
11 Poisson• s Probability Law II because it satisfies the 
following axioms ( 16) : 
1. Since the counting of event·s ( ie. arrival of free 




Total number of tree radicals t~at have 
. . . 
·.,_~ ~:..:·,;_._,-, :-.1.,;1~-· ,., -·;i·,~ ... ·~ '··. ,~.:~,' .. ; .. ;:·,u.:~ ' .• ~·-.,.. ... ,,',,,._·~~-,;.(-~··' _:·,· -~~-.-·, -· ·' :;·.,,-,-~ ... -..:.~ "~:-·:;q~· .• :.,-.,--
. 
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arrived between time •o• and •t•. 
2, For ,rq t > o 
0 < P( H(t) > 0 ) <. 1 ie., in any interval 
however 811lall there is a positive probability that an event 
will occur, but it is not certain that an event will occur, 
ie. P( H(t) ::> 0 ) ::/: 1 • 
3. For any t > O 
Lim P( H(t + h) 
h-,. OP( H(t+h) 
- N( t) ~ 2 ) 
- H(t) = 1 ) - 0 
In sufficiently small intervals, at most one even~·-
can occur; ie, it is not possible for events to ·happen 
simultaneously. 
. 
Poisson's probability law can be expressed by the 
following ~quation, • 
... -~ 
PN( t) = P;robabili ty that in time 'o• to 't', exactly 




Average rate of. arrival of free radicals. 
eat = t 1-t n n+ n •••••• and if the stochastic process 
obeys poisson's probability law, then the I In.te~ - Arrival 
Time, ,between succesive arrivals of tree radicals ie. 
, , 







Atl , 6t2 , At) , .•.•.•.• Atn •• , • 11 ID 
independent' Exponentially' cliatributed random variable 
tollowil2g the exponential distribution (lS,16) , 
Ideal emulsion pol'ymeriaation thus is baaed on the 
aaSUlllption that a tree radical that arrives at time t1 can 
grow only till time t 2 when the second free radical comes. 
~eretore growth time of the first polymer chain is, 
In general growth time of i th chain is 
l:l ti 1:1 ti+l - ti 
. 
' -- -
and follows the distribution given by (6.2) . 
~e kinetic chain length 'n' .of the polymer molecule 
at termination is, 




t .= Rate of propagation (addition of a 
lllonomer) per chain per second. 
-
kp(M) 
Ati - n/~ 
-













. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . -......... . 
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BlpNaaion (6,S) is the distribution ot kinetic ohain 
lengths •n• and is developed turther depending whether the 
prooeas ia batch or continoua. 
In emulsion pol:,merisation the rate ot tree radical 
arttival '/A' varies with the size ot the latex particle 
and thus ia a function or time. 
q 
q = o •. s 
1.0 
o.s ------- --- - -- ---- ---
0 -t--~1-----t--~I--+--+----+---
Time , t• 
F'J.g. 4 Schematic representation or Ideal Emulsion 
PolJmerisation showing •Inter-Arrival Time' 



















'!be rate or free radical arrival , jA' is constant and 
is not dependent on particle size for ideal batch emulsion 
polymerisation, since the rate of initiation 1 Ri' and the 
number or particles 'lJI are constant after interval I. 
(6.6) 
'llie molecular weight of a polymer molecule of chain 
length 1n1 is given by, 
(6.7) 
Substituting (6.6) , (6.7) into (6.5) and simplifying, 
the molecular weight distribution is given by, 
- Molecular weiGht of polymer of chain length 
In I • 
M 
0 
- Molecular weight of monomer 
oO 
/ 




'llie molecular weight distribution given by equation 
(6.8) yields the following expressions for number and weight 
average molecular weights, 
~ 






1\ = r~ 2r(l\,ilcll'\i 










( 6 .12) 
Fig. 5 shows the molecular weight distribution for 
ideal batch emulsion polymerisation. The physical constants 
used are: 
Ri = o.87*1014 Number of initiator molecules/cmJ.sec. 
N = 2.5-::-1015 llumber of latex particles/cm3·. 
kp - 0.125*106 cm3/gmole.sec. 
5 -2 3 (M) = 0, .${HO gmoles/cm . 
The predicted nwnber and weight average molecular 
weights are, 
r1n = 1. 9-::-106 
J\., = 3. 8-::-106 , I 
.~ti 
I 
.\ . .. 
'' 
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COl'l'IIOUS POLYMBRISATIOI 
Die steady state particle size distribution in 
oontinoua emulsion polj'111erisation is broad and baa a 
definite ertect on the molecular weight distribution. 
'lhe rate of.free radical arrival at a particle ia no 
longer constant but is a function or the radius •r• ot the 
particle. 
(6.13) 
r • Radius of the particle 
-r = Average radius of particles at 
steady state particle size 
distribution. 
'!he derivation of equation (6.13) is given by De Graff 
(22) and is listed in appendix l. 
Consider a latex particle of radius •r• at time 1 t 1 • 
In the interval 't' and 1 t + dt' the rate of free radical 
arrival /A(r) is constant and so the distribution of chain 
lengths in the time interval t and t + dt is given by 
equation : 
= }A(r) • exp(-/1(r)ni(a) 
~ 
(6 .14) 
The distribution of chain lengths in a particle which 
gl'OWS :f'JiOm I rm t to Ir I in time t = Q to t = t. becomes, 
(' 
JI 
I & • • • 
. \ 




rm = Radius or the mioelle 
(6.16) 
I 
substituting (6.13) in (6.16) and integrating gives, 
. --- -
.... _ ... 
• 
nB 
A = JRi /Nrkp (M) 
B = -Ri/Nrk (M) 
. p 
Jr 2 
m + y 
(6 .17) 
Expression (6.17) gives the chain. length distribution 
in ! particle of radius 'r' • To obtain 'the distribution of 
the whole system it has to be weighted witp the ste(LQY ·state 















!r(n) • Distribution or number or 
molecules in oontinous emulsion 
polymerisation. 
rr(r) • Steady state particle size 
distribution in oontinous ideal 
emulsion polymerisation. 
A oontinous emulsion polymerisation experiment of 
styrene monomer was conducted by De Graff (22), The recipe 
was, 
~:onomer = 32. 4 wt. 'I, 
Water = 67 .6 wt. '1,-
Initiator = 1.5 wt. %, of water 
(K2S208) 
Emulsifier = 2, 79 wt. '/o of water 
(Na-Lauryl 
Sulphate) 
~e physical conditions and constants were, 




1. 29-:z.1018 No. of micelles/cm). 
.87J.t-1014 Initiator m~lecules/ 
3 
. cm .sec. 
' ~ l I 
,, 
•2'1• ~,.... -- . 
!he particle 1111 distribution odtdned la listed 1n 
table l. 
Table 1. 










The average radius r = 335 A0 • 'lbe above p·artiole 




.exp(-~~ r -334.692) ) ! (133.8655) 2 ~ 
size 
............. ( 6 .19) 
Fig. 6., -shows the abc5'ff. ourve t1t and the experimental 
points. 
Expressions ( 6 . 17) , ( 6 .18) and ( 6 .19) were numerlo ally . 
solved on the computer and the molecular weight distribution 
obtained is shol'm in Fig. 7. The number and weight average 
! ' I ' ,f '' I ':; ,~·:• '(' :'., J; • -, t" ·': '\ ··'1 • J 
. - \ ' 
molecular weights predicted are : . 
, .. · .... : .·: .·:·. r f;t, ;:1~ ; __ i'.:. .i'. - \, : .. ,. · 
' ' 
. ' 
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'' ! ! 
.30.· 
"n • 1 . 70430106 
1\, • 2.,,o,~106 
1\, I \ • 1.496 
'!be nwnber and weight averages obtained experimentally 
by •Gel Permeation Chromatograph' techniques without the 
correction factor are, 
\. 1.11254*105 
J\, • 9.28689*105 
1\, I J\i = 8 . 32 
'!be reason for these high discrepancies are, 
.-. -
1, '!be experimental numbers have to be corrected by the 
calibration constants for \ and ~ of the gel permeation 
chromatograph. 
2, The conditions assumed to lead to a continous ideal . . 
emulsion system are far from ideal •. Fig. 8, gives the 
probability of existence of •q• free radicals as a function 
of time. For an average residence time of 3600 secs. we see 
that there is a finite probability of existence of q =2,3, 
The exact numbers on these probabilities for 0 = 3520 secs. 
are: 
I••.... • "" _ ... P0(o) - 0 .419058. 
P1 (o) - 0.49511 
P2(o) = 0.08079 
P3(o) - 0.004887 
'''..-:.~~·· ,·-.1.'' ':'.· 
'. 




. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . --........ . 
-31· 
Pq(t) • Probability or finding •q• froo radicals in 
a partiolo at timo 1 t 1 • 
'!ho mathematical oxpreosiona for dotormining thoso-
probabili ties are formulated in chap tor 8 - 'F}nulsion 
























....................... -...... . 
STATE q II 
STATE q ... 
STATE q s: 








Absolute Probability of States for 
conditions of De Graft's continous ideal 
emulsion, poljmerisation 
system 
'. ~ •\ 
(~ 1 (:, !, 
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Jl)LBCJULAR·WBJGBT DISTraBUBOI II SBIII•IDBAL 
INULSIOI POI;mRISAftOI 
semi - Ideal emulsion polymerisation is a simple 
extension ot ideal emulsion polymerisation. q is no 
longer o.S but· q) o.S, ie. there is a definite 
possibility ot q a2 tor tinite times, P2(t) > o. The 
usumption that Pq(t) = O tor q =3,4, 
still invoked. 
• • • • etc. is 







I I I 
I I I 
I I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I Fig. 9. I I I 
I I I 
ti ti+l t1+2 t1+3 t1+4 
0 ..L..-L----1µ..--...._--+-~--t--+'-----
Time ,· t• 
-· -
For the above system, 
1. The inter;..arrival times between tree radicals ie. 
1: i. A ti+l - t 1 ... etc .• are e~~nentiaily ~istribU:ted (as 
stated in chapter 6) and are g1'1e~· l>Y the distributJon 
: 
f 























• ~ u,(-J'-T.) 
2. • 1.0 





4. ihe al'ri val or even tree radicals causes inatantaneoua 
termination for ideal emulsion polJJDel'isation. ihe ~econd 
tree radical in semi-ideal polJJDerisation lives tor a while ,- -
before it terminates. Its lite time .o- 1 , 6 i+l , • • • • 
etc. ( Fig. 9 ) al'e parts or the time in which •q• would 
have been zero it instant termination had indeed occured. 
The lite tim~ or q ::.1 is not altered in semi-ideal 
• 
polymerisation. Thus·we can say that 
pl (t) = o., 
FrC\m (7.2), (7.3), and (7-.4) we obtain 










(t), ••••• etc. are not functions· ot time. 








3. Tennlnation oooura by coupling onlJ'• 
'lhe ohain length •x• ot the polJmel' molecule to1'11184 11 
given by, 
x. = (1: + 2A){j 
t • Lite time tor q • l , given by the 
distribution (7.1). 
A • Lite time spans tor q • 2 • 
(7.7) 
1be distribution of molecular sizes of the polymer 
chains can be calculated if the distribution of .o 1 ia 
known, since all the other quantities in (7.7) are known. 
1be trequenoy or appearance or periods or q • 2 is , 
and 
)A/2 periods/ unit time (7.8) 
(.7. 9) 
A • Average life span or the second free 
radical - average time/ period • 
. ( 7.10) 
The distribution of kinetic chain lengths 'Y' which 
propagates by adding one _monomer molecule at a time obeys 
the " Geometric Probability Law " ., ie. , 
h(y) 
p 
= 1l(l - p) (7.11) 
= Probability that the free radicals 
in the par.tiole when q = 2 will 






... · -·, ,' ~"-..: (, :. '-.. 
-
- -
.................. -......... . 
·36· 
(1 • p) • Pl'Ob&billtJ that tbeJ will tel'-
minate in the next reaotion. 
h(7) • Probabili tJ distribution tunotfon 
ot chain length '7'. 
1 • Number of monomer additions for 
each tree radical during time 
interval • A ' when q • 2. 
Equation (7.11) can be rewritten as a distribution tor 
•A, by noting that , 
6 a '1/f> (7 .12) 
From (7 .11) and (7 .12) , 
PA (6) = l~P(1 - p) (7.13) 
·-A is given by 
E(A) = 
CIC> 
= r .:6a p A (A> 
Af•O 
: (1 • p) ~ (A~) PA~ 
~ A,•o 
.. c1 p 11l [ic~ ~ + 1it" _ z 1>"'"} 
= .p/(1 ~ p) ~ (.7 .14) 
and p 
Extuation (7 .10)· and (7 .15) enable us to calou~ate•p •. 
Equation (7.7) gives the expression of c~ain length 




. . . - .,.,~· 
•37• .......... .. • - · 
(7~16) 
tf obe,1 the oontiDoua exponential dlatribution 
(7 .1) 1,. , 
1i: (n' ) I • (fl p>. exp(-}'-n/~) (7,17) 
I n . a Chain length 
2 6~ obeys the discrete distribution given by , 
( ) ( ) (y-2) /2 4 6 8 h2ApY = 1-p p , ys:2,,, ••••• 
y Chain length 
To make (7.18) continous we write it as, 
r26{,i = ,1 - Pl p '1 - 2112s <1121 (7 .19) 
where b :s Dirac Delta FUnction 
In order to obtµn an expression tor the distribution 
ot 'n' in (7 .16), in which the distribution or 't~ and 2.b~ 
is known and given by (_7.17) and (7.19) respectively, we 
use. the theory or oharaoterstic tunctions and laplace 
transforms. Details are given by Parzen (lS) and Wylie 
(24). The laplace transform of (7 .17) i.s , 
f,:(s) = (p/{!>) (7.20) 
!.-.~ 1 ~ _f.1.J 
and the· transform of (7.19) is, 
c,o 
126~(s) = f (l;p) pl'/2 S (y/2) e-syd)' 
0 










•,,', .,'/;_i; •; ;•,•, ,; _f.(, ,·s.c- •' -·:'::.:--.- ·:w,,·; ,_,.•,. ,•,O• .~.,I~.· _,.,,,- ,.:_ ,- ,., .• ',,.._.;, {,-,,;., '-.<,j_ ! •· 
___. .. - .. -. 
• (1 • p) (1+pe·28 + p2e·4a + •••• ) 
p 
111 
(l • p) . __ 1..., ..... _ 
p (l - p,-21, 
(?.21) 
!he distribution ot (8.16) in laplaoe dom~ 1a , 
l'x(a) = (f-/~) (1 - p) _____ l __ 1 (7.22) 
P <1 - pe·2s> V"IP + a) 
On laplaoe inverting (7.22) we get the distribution 
ot chain lengths •n• in time domain. 'lhe inversion was done 
by the theol'Y' ot residues and is, 
px/2 .~ 
(f /~ + ~lnp ) ~ 
(7.23) 
X - Chain length •x• of polymer molecule 
-




Distribution of chain length •x• in 
laplace domain. 
The distribution of chain lengths •x• and given by 
expression (7.23) is plotted in Fig. 10. , tor various 
-· -
values of •'q•. 
The number and weight_ average molecular weights are 
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~•(A • B)/(0 • D) 
J\, • (B • P)/(A + B) 
A • 1/(f'/P )2(l _ pe2f/P) 
B • 1/(1- logp) 2(fl~ + IJln p) 
C • 1/(f>/P ) (1 - pe2~/ P, ) 
D • l_/(IJ log p) (f"/r + IJln p) 
E :r 2/(f'/~ )3(1 - pe2f"IP) 
F = 2/(~ log p)3(fA/f+~ln p) 
(7.25) 
,- -
Table 2. gives values ot "n, ~ and their ratio tor 
v~ious yalues ot •q•, obtained anatioally ~ 
Table 2 . 
- J\i*lo·6 ~*lo-6 I\, ( \ q 
o.,oo 1.903000 3.806000 2.0 
0.501 1.922934 3.8076366 1.98011 
0.502 1.939130 3.808919 1.96383 
0.,03 1.957078 3.808919 1.94622 
· -- 0.504 1.975204 3.810021 1.92892 
0.,10 2.087956 3.822985 1.83090 
0.,20 2.293977 3.867208 1.68$80 
0.,50 3 .. 154549 3.920495 1.24280 
Molecular weight distribution obtained by ~hulz et. 









tor 111d.•lclell lmll1lon pol,mel'iaatlon toze the tollOldq 
noipe ad phJ1loll oon1tant1 , 
Styrene/Water • 1 : 2,6 
Jlmla1t1er 
Initiator 
• o.28S wt. ~ ot water 
a 1.31010·2 gmol/1. 
• 2.68010·8 gmola/1.aeoa. 
• 1.401014 part1olea/om3· 









1 • .3SS*106 ··- -1 • .3, 
Phyaioally 1 t is hard to accept the hump in Schulz et • 
. 
al.' s (23) experimental curve. He postulates that it is 
due to the • Tomsdrott Gel Et'teot • • 
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POL YME RISA Tio N (10-3 ) 




Ide~ Batch theory 














1111JL8IOI POL'!NBRISA!'IOI AS A mm 
AID DIATB S'.OOOBAS!IO PROO..-
llllulaion pol,meriaation oan be oona14ere4 a, a birth 
an4 death atoohaatio prooeaa. I1' we oona14er one latex 
putiole aa the ays tem then the continous random arrival 
ot tree radical molecules to this particle is a birth 
pl'Ooeas. When the t:ree radical arrives the population ot 
tree radicals inside the particle increaaes. Inside the 
latex particle itself two phoenomenon take place. 'lhe tree 
radicals either propagate by reacting with the monomer 
present 1n the latex particle or they react among 
themselves and terminate either by disproportionation or 
coupling mechanism. This assumes no termination by chain 
transfer reactions. Termination by disproportionation 
yields. two dead pol,mer chains and termination by coupling 
gives one pol,mer chain. In either case two free radicals 
die. This process of termination is a death stochastic 
process. It is to be noted that on one death event the 
population of free radicals in the particle decreases by 
two, since two tree radicals are involved in one 
termination • 
A mathematical description of the birth and death 
stochastic process requires a knowledge of birth and death 
rates.-
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-.'c••....;, ",f '' .·',/,S..,:~; C 0~ ,• • ~-
----
--. 
f"(r) • \ r / (I i) (8.1) 
Beta to appendix 1, tor the derivation ot (8.1). 
Die 92pre11ion tor death rate 11, 
8 ~(r) • kt0q(q-l)/ Ola v(r) ) (8.2) 
le. death rate 11 a t\motion ot •q•, the population ot tree 
radioala 1n a particle and • r • • 
8 q ( r) • Rate ot termination ot tree radio al 
-a 1n a particle ot radius •r• and 
oonta~n1ng •q• tree radicals (tree 
radical molecules terminated per 
second) 
v(r) = Volume or a latex particle or radius 
•r• 11'.14 assumed to be spheric.al. 
Rete:r to appendix 2. tor details ot equation (8.2) 
A latex particle will be the system ot our analysis, 
'lhe random variable X(t) de.fines the state of the system, 
ie. 
X(t) • q ;, m~ans that the system ·(ie. particle) has 
•q• free radicals in it at~e- •t•. •q• can t~e only 














t •,' I 
; ,, 
I ;, , ; 
' , I'.:.•:.-:,,.\_". ;,,. _ ,1-,, ·.;;,~. '·-, 
.ypgtlou tor Birth an4 Death P1'00e11 1 
1. U at time •t• the a71t111 is in atate •q• (q.0,1,2 ••• ) 
the pJ10bab111 t)' ot the tranai tion q ..... q ... 1 in the interval 
(t,t +6t) is 
~(r)At • O(At) 
2. It at time •t• the system is in state •q• (q•0,1,2 •• ), 
the probab111 t)' ot the transition q ... q-2 in the interval 
(t,t+At)is 
. -- - . 
3. Die probabili t)' ot no ch~e 1n the interval ( t, t +At T 
is 
1-(.u(r) + 8 (r))At + O(At) / q . 
1he above assumptions lead to the following relation , 
(1 - (f'(r) + eq~r)) ot)Pq (t) (8.J) 
Pq ( t) , P q-l ( t) ·•. • etc. are the probability 01' t_he 
.. _.._. 
system being in state q, q-1, etc; respectively, 
Expression (8.3) ~tates that the only ways,. in view 
01' the above assumption,. the system can be in state • q• 

















.. - . 
1. 911171t• at tSlle •t• vu in atate •q• ID4 414 not 
oblnge 1n the interval (t, t+At). 
2, Die ayatem wu 1n state •q·l' at time •t• and a tne 
radical al'l'ived in the intel'Val (t, t +At), 
3. ~e system waa in state tq+21 and a death (ie, tel'Dlina 
-tion) oooured 1n the interval (t, t +At). 
~e first term on the right hand side ot expression 
(8.3) arises beoauae ot the tirst assumption, the second 
term because ot the second and the third term because ot 
the thi~d assumption. 
Tl'ansposing the term P q(t) on the right hand side to 
the left hand side , di vi ding by 6 t and taking the limit 
/l t .... O, we get the ditterential clltterence equation , 
-(j>-(r)+0q+ 2(r) )Pq(t) (8 .4) 
f'(r) and eq(rl are both functions or the radius ·of the 
particle, which itself is a function or time. Thus w~ can 
write j.A(t) and eq(.t) instead or ,µ(r) and eq(r) 
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911 ,qu,ion tor q = o re4uo11 to, 
'lhe initial.oonditiona are, 
P
0
(0) • 1.0 
P q ( O) • O • O tor q. l, 2, .3, ••• 
(J.6) 
A relation between •r• and •t• tor a latex particle was 
obtained by De Oratr (22) by the solution or the equation, 
dr 
-dt 







The solution thuf[I obt·ained was curve titted by the 
equation., 
= A+ at· +ct
2 (8 .9) 
For t ( 1017 .5 secs. 
A = 55,53102 
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P.lg. 12. shows the ourve •r• vs. •t•. 
An analytioal solution or equation (8.S) ooupled 
with (8.6),(8.1),(8.2) and (8,9) is phyaioally impossible, 
inltead a numerical solution was obtained tor the tollowing 
pbJaioal constants: 
kto = 0,1*109 cm3/gmole.seo. at ,o0c, 
c1 • 0,82 wt. % 
\lCi = 5,8§1013 
N a 2,344*1014 particles/om3. 
r = 453,56 A0 
'lwo techniques were used, ( Ret. appendix 4. ) 





The equation (8 .5) and (8 .6) were solved for q = O, 
1,2,3,4. . .....-. -
2. Equation (8.5) was written as a system of simultaneous 
first order coupled linear ordinary differential equations 
and was solved using' Lehigh University Analog Simulation 
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SEC.S. (10· 3 ) 
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·50· --·· -- . 
!he 1olution obtained bJ both 111tbo41 an 1l1t14 in 
appendix). 
Integration intervals ot the order ot 10·4 to 1o·S 1eo1. 
had to be uaed otherwise both the above numerioal teobnique1 
exploded, 'lhis was a verr good indication that the derivative 
·· in equation (8 ,S) was verr small and tending to zero ie, 
the ditterential equation (8,S) waa at steady state. 'lhe 
steady state and unsteady state solutions are also listed 
in appendix 3, 
Prom tables A,B.and C ot appendix 3, we note, 
1. Unsteady state solution ot equation (8,S) obtained 
by both finite ditterenoe numerical integration and LEANS 
are in verr good agreement. 
2, The system is unsteady only tor about 100 seconds, 
after that the steady state and unsteady state results are 
in fairly good agreement. 
'lhe ~teady state solution is shown in F:1..g~ 13. 
Smith and Ewart's theory and stoclanayer•s solution 
ot the recursion relation (4,13) will'only allow the 
prediction of q under steady state conditions for various 
values of particle ra~ius. Expression (8.5) riow enables us 
to predict with a cel:'tain g_egre~ ot certainity (ie, the 
absloute probability) the value of tqt and thus •'q• as a 
function of time~ 
Inside the latex particle two phoenomenon take place , 


































A STATE 0 
B 8 STATE I 
C STATE 2 
D STATE 3 




0 2 4 6 8 
TIME SECS. (XI0-4 ') 
F!.'g.13 Probability D1.str1buti~n of Free Radicals 


















IIODCIIUI' •l•oul•• pre1ent 1n the petiole. Dd.1prooe1111 
a I Growth Pl'OOIII I • 
2. Aotive tree radioale reaot among themaelvea and 
tel'lllinate either by disproportionation or coupling, this 
was termed the I Death Process '. 
Further analysis will be baaed on termination bJ 
' D.lsproportionation ' only, ie., when two active growing 
tree radical polJDler molecules come together they exchange 
an electron and are deactivated. Under these assumptions 
we can write the chemical reactions which one active free 
-
radical polymer molecule of chain length 1n1 can undergo 





~+l * (Propagation) + 
~* 
Yt 
·~ ( Termination) 
-~ *, .~ + 1 * = Active tree radical polymer chain 
ot length n and • n + l' re spec ti vely 
(ie. growing)" 
= Deactivated (or Dead) tree radical 
polymer chain of length 1n.1 • 
* ' kpt · and Y t will be defined later. 
Consider an individual polymer chain in a latex particl 
-e. The state of this polymer chain c~ be completely 
determin.ed it , 
1. '!he chain length 'n' .is ~peci~ied. 
l: 
' 











' ' ' 
----
. -. 
2. !Ile pol.Jur moleoule oan be olu1U11d u a aot!Tt 
U.,. grov1ng) or 1naot1ve (1e. dead) chain, 
With Nterenoe to the individual ohain we have oho1en 
in the latex particle , \t * and Y t ue defined suoh that, 
1, nie pl'Obability that a randomly selected active chain 
undergoes reaction A in the time intel'Val (t, t +dt) is, 
(8.11) 
2, nie pl'Obability that a randomly selected active ohain 
undergoes reaction B 1n interval (t,t -tdt) 111 , 
(8. i2) 
\t * and Y t are assumed to be tunotions or time but 
are independent of the chain length •n• ot the pol,mer 
molecules. 'lhus the expressions tor \t* and -< t in the 
case of continous emulsion polymerisation are, 
Rate of monomer addition/free radical/ 
second. (8 .13) 
Rate ot termination/ free radical/ 
second-;--· - (8.14) 
Y t is thus, also a f'\mction· of number of free radicals· 
, q • present in the latex particle, 
?fol! consider one latex particle containing •q• free 
1, ,, ' ,t ', 
- • • • ,I. • ..... r 
l'&dJic.af s/,t & c·e~rtain time It I', ibe. absolute proJ)abili ty 









ot their tz11teno1 u a tunotlon ot tl118 •t• 11 Jmolm, We 
4et1ne the tolloving quantities, -




length •n• monomer molecules at time 
•t• in a particle containing •q• active 
tree radical molecules. 
Fraction or inactive polymer obeins ot 
length •n• monomer molecules at time 
•t• in a particle containing •q• active 
tree radical molecules. 
Total traction of n-mer chains irr-
espective ot activity at time •t• 
in a particle containing 'q' tree 
radicals. 
With the above definition, the traction of active 
and inactive pol'ymer chains present in a latex particle 
containing •q• tree radicals at tillle •t• is given by the 
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a,,n<t> 








• 0 .n '> 1 
Pq,n(O) • 0 n>l 
Die initial conditions signify that at t = O , the 
only permissible species 1n the system is either the 




Equation (8.15) like equation (8.3) means that the only 
ways in which we will have a certain traction of active 
polymer molecules of chain length •n• in a particle 
containing • q' tree radicals at time 't + dt' is it , 
1. ~e traction of polymer of chain length •n-1' at time 
1 t• propagated and added one monomer and were still active. 
2. The active traction ot polymer ot chain length •n• 
did not change in time interval (t,t-rdt), ie. it 
neither pre>paga.ted nor terminated. 
Equ,ation (8.17) shows that the rate of change of 
__._. -· . inactive traction of chain length •n• is equal to the rate 
at which active·,traction of chain length •n• ~erminates. 
To obtain a ·analytic solution for (8 .15), (8 .16), (8·.17), 
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~e solution tor (8.15), _(8.16) and (8 .17) are : 





t * yt dt - Fq,n(t) 
0 
Thus from the definition of \,n(t), we get 






Fq:n(t) being the traattorro.f' active n-mer chains, 
it has significance only ,·t instantaneous time • t•. Thus 
* ' . it Fq,n(t) is weighted with ~q(t) , the p.robability o~ 
finding •q• tree radicals at t~e •t•, we will obtain the 
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oh1Sn1 at 1J!al •t• , le 
(8.2S) 
lotioing expression (8.23) it 11 reasonable to se:, 
that to obtain a true weighted measure ot F (t) . q,n ie. 
Pn(t) we must integrate Fn*(t) over time ie., 
PD (t) = r Pq:n(t) ,p q(t), "( t dt (8.26). 
0 
q can take values o,i,2,3, ••• . . . . . and P0(t)_, P1 (t), 
P
2
(t), ••••• etc. are all different functions. 
~us we obtain the total traction of n-mer molecules 
at time •t• from equation (8.25) and (8.26) as, 
(8. 27) 
On summing expression (8.27) over all values of •qr 
we will get the total traction of n-mer molecules in a 
particle which grows from time Oto •t•, ie. 
~(t) (8 .28) 
Equation (8.28) gives the dist;ribution of cha.in l~ngths 
in a latex particle which grows ;from radius •r '· to 'r• m 
in time 101 to •t•. 
Once the distribution ot chain lengths is known in a 
latex particle of size •r• , the distribution of chain 
lengths of the entire system can be obtained by weighting 
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lt VS.th the partlole 1111 dlatrlbut1on t 11(r) 1,., 




\ = (8.29) 
0 
Aa waa stated earlier, only the analytio method is 
outlined above to obtain the molecular weight distribution 
in oontinous emulsion polymerisation. No numbers were 
ontained to show what the distribution looks like or 
what the number and weight average molecular weights a.re. 
' 
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APPDDlI 1 \ 
DBRIV'A!'IOI OP "f:" - RATE OP P'RBB RADICAL 
ARRIVAL AS A PUHCfIOH OP RADIUS 
Stockmayer•s equation tor •q• (4.16) derived •'q• aa a 
tunction ot •ti'• , average time between aucceaaive tree 
radical arrivals. 
~e continoua emulsion polymerisation model considers 
tree radical dittuaion into a latex particle as a function 
ot particle radius, particle size distribution and rate ot 
tree radical initiation. 'lheretore the average time between 
·- -
tree radical arrivals, t./A, is also a function of these 
variables. 
If Rin is the rate of free radical generation 1n the 
nth reactor and pn(r) is the particle size distribution 
C 
then the following is true. 
'ti' (r) Number of particles of radi'1s •r• 
Number of free radicals entering 
•r• size particles. 
'lhe number .of particles of radius 'r• is : 
r+dr 
= 
1· ~.Pn(r) cir 
r 
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It the d1ttu1on ot tree rad!oal1 11 p1'0p0rt1onal to 
the radiua then the traction ot rad1cal1 entering •r• 111e 
part1olea la : 
r.41' 
'n / 4•3,14 D Ow 1' Pn(l') ell' (2) 
CID 
J\i / 4113,14 D Cvl' Pn(1') dr 
0 
D = Dittuaion Constant 
C - Concentration of free radicals. 
" 
There.tore the number of free radicals entering 'r' 
size.particles per unit volume per second is : 
r+dr 





and fA (r) = 1/'tr(r) - Rin r / N r f5) 
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APPDDIX 2 
DBBIVAftOI OP 8 q (r) • RATB OP TBRiaHATIOlf 
OP PRBB RADICALS AS A FUHCTIOH OP THE 
RUHBER OP PREE RADICALS AND RADIUS 
nie rate ot termination or tree rac11oala in a particle 
ot radius •r• and oontain1ng •q• tl'ee radicals ia (4.12) , 
ktc (q/Ba v(r) ).( (q-1)/N8 v(r)) (1) 
'!he units ot Rt are: 
'lhere1'or~, 
gmoles ot free radicals terminated/ 
am3. sec. 
eq (r) = Rt Na v(r) 
= Number of free radical molecules 
terminated per sec. 
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APPBIDII 3 
A. !be unsteady • a.tate solution ot equation (8 .S) 
obtained by ' F1ni te D1tterenoe Approximation ' • 
Integration Interval = $.0*10-s 8801. 




P 2<t).a,10 7 P (t).a,1012 ' ' t P0 (t) P1(t) 
,, 
i '" .' 3 
·~ 0.1 .99752089 .002478979 1.30,0 2.3234 
,, 1.0 .97569187 .024306790 13.3296 24.4025 
'~ \ 
2.0 .95243265 .047564678 26. 7304 ,0.1118 .i 
·I 5.0 .88857456 .111418727 67.1491 134 .• 9425 
7.0 .85057863 .149411940 94.2424 198.1976 
10.0 .79977825 .200208236 135.0502 303.7201 
,i 
381.5220 I 12.0 • 76967643 .230307327 162.3439 r 
15.0 .72959298 .270386670 203.3900 510.0586 
• I 
50.0 .51818624 .481555615 2580.9194 46126.2609 
'· ~ 
i 
100.0 .49995479 .499777280 2678.6880 47874.2349 
150.0 .49973469 .499997260 2679.8684 47895.3337 I' •.•. '.·i 
~ ( . 
.499999910 2679~8826 47895.5918 200.0 .4997320,0 
300.0 .49973200 .49999.9.949 2679.8828 47895.5949 
650.0 .48743006 .499892868 12,69.4828 1.0712*104 





B. lJnlteadJ - State solution ot equation (8.5) obtained 
bf ' Lebigh Uni vera1 tJ Analog S1milat1on ' (LBAIS) 
teohn!que. 
Integration Interval • 3.91•10·5 aeoa. 
Degree or Aoouracy • 5.0•10·5 aeoa. 
TIME(aeoa.) ABSOLUTE PROBABILITY OF STATES 
t P
0
(t) P1 (t) P2(t) P3(t)• 
'-11-107 1012 
0.1 .99752 .002482 1.3053 ' -- 2.-,.2 
1.0 .97566 .024.342 13.331 24.37 
2.0 .95237 .047631 26.733 50 .• 05 
5.0 .88843 .111560 67.148 134.76 
1.0 .85040 " .149590 94.234 197.92 
10.0 .79955 .200430 135.03 303.27 
12.0 .76663 .230370 162.18 :380.63 
15.0 • 72672 .270270 203.04 5oa.51 
18.0 .69224 .304740 .244.01 6,1.34 
.. -~ 
' j.. .,._.,,:~ , .. 
' 
-64·· 
a. St1&4J - state solution ot equation (8.S) bJ 
oouidel'ing it u a 1111tem ot algebraic equationa vhoae 
ooettioienta VI.J"f with time. 
TIME. ABSOLUTE PROBABILITY OP STATES 
(1101) 
t Po(t) P1 (t) P2(t) P3(t) 
100 0.499839 o.5 1.61235*10-4 1.7335•10-8 
200 0.499497 o.5 5.021a3*10-4 1.~a64•10-1 
300 0.498875 0.49999 1.12481~10-3 8.44.11•~0-7 
600 0.495344 0.49998 4.65646*10·3 1.4545*10·5 
1000 0.490244 0.49993 9.75559*10-3 6.4285*10·5 
10000 0.258441 0.44350 2.34117•10·1 5.5880•10-2 
20000 3.511510*10-2 1.43722*10-1 0.255380 0.263287 
30000 1.64275*10·3 0.00129583 0.0466775 0.107174 
,0000 1.02424*10·6 2.46992*10-5 1.80199*10-4 1.3884*10-3 
Beyond t = 50_,000 secs. , states q = 4,.5,6,·7 ,8, 9, ••••• 
have 8:%1 appreciable probability of existence, as can be seen 
from Fig. 13 • 
. .. -~ 
' . . . 
le •,~n <'" -..:.~:J~ 1!,llj\•.·,;,,: 
. ,, ... ; -~ -, .. ~-:,-.,.,.·.f,.,.,.'",. ', .,~.~!al! 
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APPBIDIX 4 
Al. Die block d1agram tor the unsteady state digital 
solution ot equation (8.S)' b7' Finite D1tterenoe 
Approximation• 1a: 
Detine Cons tan ts 
1. Tel'lllination Rate ~nstant 
2. Average Radius of the Particle 
3. Rate of Initiation 
4. Particle Number 
Read In 
1. Iteration Integration Time Interval 
t. Total Number of States ie q 1,2,3,4,5 
3. Print Interval 
4. Total Integration Time 
Calculate 
r, v(r), (r), Oq(r) 
CalG\lJ..ate 
Absolute Probability of States,, q O, l, 2, 3,4, 5 
by Finite Difference Formula (Explicit Solution) 
P:rln,t 
t., r, vJr), ,(r), ·~q (rl, 
> 





A2. J,ISTDG OP 1'JIE PROGftAMMB 
DIMENSION P(20), Q(20) 
me= o.1.0E+o9 
PAI = l .. 1415927 AVO = 6.023E+23 AVGRAD = 453,6 
CONm = o.82 
RICI = 5 .. 8E+13 
PTNO = 2,344E+1·4 ALP = (4./3.)•PAI Z = (RICI•CONIN)/PTNO 
HMO= Z/AVGRAD BETA= (TKC/AV0)*(1.0E+24) PRINT 421, TKC, z, AVGRAD, RMU BETA 421 FORMAT(1H1,. 5X, • TERNINATION RAT'S CONSTAilT = •, 1 E20.,3,//, 5X,• INITIATION RATE / PARTICLE N~~I3_fil! •, 2 E20,.51~/, 5X1_• AVERAGE RADIUS = •, E20.4,//, 
-3 ,X,• R/ (N*AVG RADIUS) = * ,. E20.5 //, ~ ~ KTC / AVOGADROS NO=, E20,~1/l) 31, DELT, N1, PTINT TOTIME 31 FORMAT(F10 .. 2,. I5, 2F10 .. 2i N = N1 + 1 
DO 1.01. J = N ,20 
P(J) = 0,0 
1 01 CONTINUE ' . READ 430, (P(I),I=1,N1), T 430 FORMAT(5E16.4) 
T = 0,0 
NP = INT(TOTIME/PTINT + o •. oot) M = INT(PTINT/DELT + o.oot) . DO 113 L = 1,NP 
DO 1.02 I = 1 ,M 
T = T +. DELT 
CALL RADIUS(T,R) 
VOL= ALP*R*R*R 
ARRIVE= RMU*R DEPART= BETA/VOL 
TOTAL= 0,0 
D0108J=1,N1 
.. · GONE = DEPART*FLOAT(J)*FLOAT(J+1)*P(J+2) 200 IF(J-2) 1.09, 99. 110 
. 1109 Q(J) = P(J) + {GONE-(ARRIVE*P(J) ))*DELT GO TO 50 
. 99 Q(J) = P(J) + ( (ARRIVE* {P(J-1 )-P(J) )) + GONE)*DELT GO TO 50 




' . --~ --:· .. 
. ' 
__..ia.. -- . 
110 COMB = DBPAR'l'*FLOAT(J-1 )•FLOAT(J-2) ABBATE= ARRIVE+ COME Q(J) = P(J) + ((ARRIVE*P(J-1))-(ARRATE*P(J)) + GON 1 B)•DBLT SO TOTAL= TOTAL+ Q(J) 1,08 CONTINUE 
DO 111 J = 1,N1 
P(J) = Q(J) 
111 CONTINUE 1.02 CONTINUE 
PRINT 397, !J. R, VOL1 ARRIVE1 DEPART 39? FORMAT(//l_t:;,A, • TIME = • ,E2o.5,/, 1 ,X, • RADIUS = • ,E20.51/, 2 ,X, • VOLUME = • , E20. :;, l,. 3 ,X, • BIRTH RATE = •, ~O. 5,/ ,. 4 ,X,. • DEATH RATE = *, E20 • .5 ,/1) DO 112 J = 1 N1 
PRINT 501 ,. PiJ) 501 FORMAT(5X,5E20.8,///) 112 CONTINUE 
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81. LBAIS UISDADY • S'l'AB S0LU1'IOI 
'lhe aix aimultaneoua, unateady-atate, coupled, 















+ 20k P,(t) 
v(t) 






. .,.:,,,,,,.'--.. :, ' 
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f' (t) • 8i l' /( Ir ) 
/ 
·,.,,._,,,·,,_.,,,,.-.,• .. ;. 
.,; ..... ,,._,,.,, ... ·. 
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B2. LISUID OP LBAIS PROCHWINB 
BLmmn' BLOCK IRPUT IIPU'l' IIPU'l' I/C,COBSTA?rl', 
fflE 10:; 1. 2. 3. GAIi 
IlfD l 0 0 0 o. COH 8 0 0 0 l.66SOE-16 FOO 2 1 0 0 o. GAIN I 2 0 0 4.4800E-04 HULT 2 2 0 o. MULT 2 4 0 o. GAIN 6 N 0 0 4.1890&-24 DIV 7 6 . 0 o . GAIN 9 7 0 0 2.0000E+OO MULT 10 17 9 0 o. MULT 12 11 3 0 o. INT 11 10 
-12 0 l.OOOOE+OO MULT it 13 3 0 o. GAIN 7 0 C) 6.0000~00 MULT 1, 23 16 0 o. INT 13 12 1s 
-14 l.OOOOE-11 GAIN 19 1 0 0 2.0000E+OO SUM 18 
1~ 
19 0 o. MULT 20 7 0 o. GAIN 21 1 0 0 1.2000:E+Ol MOLT 22 21 30 0 o. INT 17 14 22 -20 l.OOOOE-11 MULT 24 17 3 0 o. GAIN 2s 7 0 0 2.0000E+Ol MULT 26 25 39 0 o. GAIN 27 7 0 0 6.0000E+OO SUM 28 3 27 0 o. MULT 29 28 23 0 o. INT 23 24 26 ~ -29 l.OOOOE-11 MOLT 31 3 23 0 o. GAIN 32 7 0 0 l.2000E+Ol SUM 33 3 32 0 o. MULT 34 33 30 ·o o. INT 30 31 











SDADI • STAB SOLU!'IOI 























Cl (kp(M) M0 )/(16000.0*3•14 f H8 ) 
T(4./J.)*3•14 r3 
R1 r(t) / ( N r) 
ktc/ ~a 
2k P2(t) v"ttTf 
P
0
(t) + 6k. - P3(t) v(t)j>-
~ pl (t) + 12k p'*~tl 
(,u + vft)) v( t) (,u-t- 2k ) vm-
-· -
(f(t) P2 (t) + 20k pl\ ( t) ) / ( f'( t) 








~,ti P3(t) (f" (t) + 12k ) iti) 
10. P,(t) 1, ... ),A (t) P4(t) - (t4(t) + 20k ) 
iTt) 
11 •. 1.0 = Po(t) + P1(t) + Pz(t) +Pl(t) + 
P4(t) + ~.,(t) 
,,, ,:,,_.\--· . ·-''·'· \~,' :.\. 
C2. 
I 
•13- -- - . . - ' 
LIS!DfG OJ ml PROGRAMME 
DIMENSION X(2) 1!!2)~DERY(2),PRMT(5),AUX(8,1) DIMENSION XT(1uoo) JYR(1000) DDSIDISION Q(6 6) R\6) ,. \ DD1ENSI0N P100T({100) P20UT(1100) P30UT(1100) 1 P4oUT(1100)1P50UT(1106),P60UT(1100),TOUT(1100j COMMON/GP1/NDIN,C1,C2 COMMON/GP2/ICOU 
COMMON/GP3/XT YR 
COMMON/GPft./IZT 
EQUIVALENCE (TOUT,XT) • EXTERNAL FCT,OUTP 
READ 10 PARTll 
1-0 FORMAT(E10.5) 
20 ~i~3Ei~~~~ er, CE 
READ 10, PARTNO 
READ 10, PI 
READ 10, SURCON 
READ 30 RKT RM 30 FORJ.iAT(2E10.$) 
READ 40, fil'I C ,_ SMW, RliO , AVAG 4o FORMAT(~E10.,) 
READ 10, REAR 
READ 1 o, Y(1) 
READ 10, RNI 
READ 10, RKP 
READ 1 0, SMCO 
ALP = (l+.13 •. )*PI 
Z = RNIIPARTN 
RMU = Z/RBAR 
BETA= (RKTIAVAG)*(1.0E+24) PRINT 420 
420 FORMAT (1R1 ! 10X,* PHYSICAL CONSTANTS OF THE 1. EMULSION SYsTIDl *,II) 
PRINT 421, RKT, RKP, run, PARTN, CI, CE, RBAR 421. FORMAT(5X,* TERMINATION RATE CONSTANT= *,E20.5,I, 1 5X,* PROPAGATION RATE CONSTANT = *, E20 •. 5 ,I, 2 5X,* RATE OF INI~4TIQN .a * 1 E20 • .5,I, 3 5X,* PARTICLE Nill-'1BER = *, E~0.5,1, 4 5X,* INITIATOR CONCENTRATION=*, E20.51,I, 5 5X,* EMULSIFIER CONCENTRATION=*, E20.::>,l, 6 5'X,* AVERAGE RADIUS = *, E20 • .5 ,I I l I I) READ 200, me 
20.0 FORMAT ( I 1 0) 
. · l·.doumr := 1 •. o 
,, 




- ..... ·············-··-······· 
P10U!(IC00N1') = 1.0 
P20UT(IC0UB1') = O.O 
P30UT(ICOUNT) = O.O Plf.OUT(ICOUNT) = O.O 
P50UT(ICOUNT) = O.O 
P60UT(ICOUNT) = o.o TOUT(ICOUNT) = O.O 
C1 = SQRT(10.6?•PI•R11I/(RK~PARTN•RBAR)) C2 = (RKP•SHC• SNW/ ( 16000.• PI• RHOit AVAG) )•C1 • (1.0E+2 1 1+) . 
PRINT ;o, c1, C2 50 FORMAT(/7///,,x,• C1 = •,E20.5,l,5'X,~ C2 = •,E20.; 1 
~"'{{~ = o.o PRMT(2) = 1+.0E+o4 
PRMT(3) = 64-0.0 
PRMT(I+) = 5.0E-06 
PRMT(;) = o.o 
DERY ( 1 ) = 1 • 0 
NDIM = 1 
ICOU = 1 
CALL RKGS(PRMT1Y1DERY,NDIM,IHLF,FCT,OUTP,AUX). DO 102 IL = 1 lZT 
. VOL= ALP•YR(iL)•YR(IL)*YR(IL) ARRIVE= RMU•YR(IL) 
DEPART= BETA/VOL 
DO 1· J = 1 ,NK . 
DO 2 I = 1 NK 
IF(I .. EQ •. J) Q(I,J) = -(ARRIVE+ DEPART*FLOAT(I-1) 1 *FLOAT(I-2)) 
IF( (I-1) .EQ •. J) Q(I ,J) = ARRIVE 
IF( (I+2) .EQ •. J) Q (I ,J) = DEPARTit FLOAT(I+1 )* FLOAT{ 1 I) 
IF(J •. GT. (!+2)) Q(I,J) = O .. O 
IF(J .LT. (I-1)) Q(I,J) = O.O 
IF(J .. EQ. (!+1)) Q(I,J) =.O.O Q(NK,J) = 1.0 
2 CONT.INUE 
1 CONTINUE 
DO 3 K = 1,NK 
IF(K .. LT •. NK) R{K) =·· O.O 
IF(K .EQ. NK) R(KJ = 1.0 3 CONTINUE 
NP= NK 
KK = 0 
CALL SIMQ(Q,R.~P~KK) PRINT 333, XT (!L J , R 333. FOBMAT(7E18.5) · 
!COUNT = !COUNT + 1 
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P20UT(IC0UNT) = R(2) 
P30UT(ICOUNT) = R(3) 
Plt-OUT(ICOUNT) = R(~) 
PSOUT(ICOUNT) = R(5) 
P60UT(ICOUNT) = R(6) 
102 CONTINUE 
ICOOllT = !COUNT - 1 
' 
CALL QIKPLT(TOUT 1P1 OUT 1 ~~~UN~6H•TIME't-1~ 3H•PROBABI 1 LITY• 131.H• ABSOLUTE PRO.BA.BJ.LI TY. OF STAT!?') CALL PLOT(-7 .. 01 1,.01-3) CALL QLINE(TOUT P2oUT,ICOUNT,-0) CALL QLINE(TOUT:P30UT,ICOUNT,-1) CALL QLINE(TOUT Pl+-oUT,ICOUNT,-2) CALL QLINE(TOUT:P500T,ICOUNT,-3) CALL QLINE(TOOT1P60UT 1ICOUNT,-4) CALL PLOT(12.o,u.0,-3J CALL ENDPLT 
CALL mT 
END 
SUBROUTINE FCT(X Y DERY) DIMENSION X(1) ,Y(1 J ,DERY(1) DO 1 I= 1 NDIM 
XBES = c1,.fc1 )•Y(1) 
N = 0 
CALL BESI(XBES,N,BI,Jl!ltlr) YO= BI 
N = 1 . . . CALL BESI(XBES,N,BI,IER) Y1 = BI 
DERY(1) = C2*(YO/Y1) 1 CONTINUE . 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE OUTP(r;:t;DERY' ,IHLF·1~IM1PRMT) DIMENSION X(1) 1Y( 1) J_DERY\ 1) ,P.HMT( 5J DIMENSION XT( 1 oOO), YR( 1000) COMMON/GP2/ICOU 
COMMON/GP3/XT,YR 
COMMON/GP4/IZT 
X'.J.1(ICOU) = X(1) YR(ICOU) = Y(1) 
ICOU = ICOU + 1 
I 
,. ; 
•· '. • . ._ .. ; •.' • • ~~ .. • r,,:; '- ' 
IP(ABS(X(1) - PRMT(2) .LB •. 1 .. 0B-08) 12, 11 12 PRINT 4o 
4o POPJliAT(/////,12X,• TIME •,13X,• RADIUS•,//) IZT = ICOU - 1 
DO 20 II = 1 IZT 
PRINT 30, XT(II) 1YR(II) 30 F0Rl',AT(5X,2E20.5J 20 CONTINUE 
1-1 RETURN 
BND 
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